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If you have further questions, send email to edissertations lists. New York University has a repository archive.
Copy found, and if we're lucky it could be in the post by the end of the day Checking the catalogue, they have
both microfilm and print copies, as well as a link to Proquest very helpful. Nearby libraries. You never know.
If the student opted for embargo restrictions, some of or the entire dissertation may not be available for up to
five years after the submission date. I've had people shyly ask for something deeply obscure which they
assumed was near-impossible, and then discover in two minutes that the author put it online years ago. There
are also a couple of Internet resources that will help you find dissertations from other institutions: The
Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations NDLTD Union Catalog contains more than a million
records of electronic theses and dissertations from the early s to the present. Then double-check our own
catalogue in case we have a print copy. The DART-Europe E-theses Portal provides researchers with a single
European Portal for the discovery of Electronic Theses and Dissertations, with access at the time of this
writing to , open access research theses from Universities in 28 European countries. Find Stanford
dissertations and theses All Stanford dissertations and theses are listed in SearchWorks. They also hint they'll
do copies but don't go into detail. Occasionally, copies of theses get acquired by other institutions, and these
can usually be borrowed without too much trouble. Your institution pays librarians to do this for you, go give
them something to do ;- Plus, theses are interesting and librarians like a challenge. I much prefer getting a
request for a thesis, or something like a pre-revolutionary Russian publication, than for an article in a recent
journal Some institutions are exceptionally generous and will scan entire theses on request without charging;
others will charge a standard fee but we have an ILL budget for just this reason. If you need help, please
contact our reference services staff or your subject librarian. There is also a public version of WorldCat.
Digging around on their website, they do accept ILL requests from overseas, and praise be! Note that
dissertations filed electronically may not be indexed. Find dissertations and theses from other universities
Several dissertation databases are listed in SearchWorks. Nail down the author, date, and institution - and
correct the title if needed, as a surprisingly high proportion of thesis requests have the title garbled. The
original institution's library. You'd be amazed. The SearchWorks record will indicate if there is a circulating
print copy that you can check out. Sadly, we draw a blank in this case - it's not quite clear if the repository
covers theses at all. Why this is more common than for journals is an interesting question.


